At all times consider others means:

1. At eating times you must sit and eat
2. Be in the undercover area promptly during eating time & until dismissed by the teacher on duty
3. Do not share food
4. All rubbish is to be put in the correct bin
5. Hats must be worn when outside
6. Out of bounds areas are:
   - Forts before school
   - Gardens behind the tuckshop
   - Gardens behind the tennis court
   - Hill at the back of the Lower school fort
   - Car park
   - Old Prep fort
   - Tanks
7. Take care of the gardens
8. You must walk on the pathways and in amphitheatre
9. You are not to be out of the school grounds without an adult
10. Sticks, rocks, stones, long lamandra leaves etc are not to be in your hand or thrown
11. You keep your hands & feet to yourself
12. At all times be kind and respectful
13. Speak nicely to other people
14. Do not touch another person’s belongings
15. Use technology correctly and appropriately
16. Take care of school property and your own property
17. You do not go into buildings without an adult or a permission slip
18. Use sporting equipment the way it was intended to be used